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ABSTRACT

|

Approaches to the adequate homogenization of

optical metamaterials are becoming more and more complex,
primarily due to an increased understanding of the role of asymmetric electrical and magnetic responses, in addition to the nonlocal
effects of the surrounding medium, even in the simplest case of
plane-wave illumination. The current trend in developing such
advanced homogenization descriptions often relies on utilizing
bianisotropic models as a base on top of which novel optical
characterization techniques can be built. In this paper, we first
briefly review general principles for developing a bianisotropic
homogenization approach. Second, we present several examples
validating and illustrating our approach using single-period passive
and active optical metamaterials. We also show that the substrate
may have a significant effect on the bianisotropic characteristics of
otherwise symmetric passive and active metamaterials.
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I. INTRODUCTION
A new class of nanostructured materials (often called optical metamaterials) makes it possible to achieve optical
properties that do not exist in nature [1]. Predicting and
describing the effective behavior of optical metamaterials
in general requires knowledge of their wavevector- and
wavelength-dependent dispersion [2]. Upon plane wave
excitation though, the effective properties of a thin metamaterial layer can be evaluated using a standard homogenization approach [3]–[5], which approximates a
nanostructure with a homogeneous layer equivalently
producing the same complex transmission and reflection
coefficients at normal incidence. However, in actual nanostructured optical metamaterials, due to realistic fabrication tolerances and the necessity for mechanical support
with a single- or multilayer substrate, the geometry will
inevitably become asymmetric, causing different reflections and even transmissions upon front-side and back-side
illumination.
This paper deals with the theoretical fundamentals of
bianisotropic homogenization, as it applies to passive and
active optical metamaterials (MMs). It reviews the basic
structure of 2-D optical metamagnetic and negative-index
materials (Section II) and presents the details of the mathematical apparatus behind a particular case of bianisotropic homogenization upon normal incidence of light
(Section III) for a general nonreciprocal material. The
paper then examines the spectral dependencies of their
retrieved effective parameters (Section V). A special effort
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is made to analyze the influence of the substrate on otherwise symmetric structures. Numerical and analytical
techniques for validating the proposed approach are additionally discussed in Section IV, where a special case of
reciprocal media is considered.
Since the structural asymmetries are not incorporated
into a standard homogenization scheme, their effects on
the electromagnetic properties cannot be directly employed in a wave dynamics model even at the simplest case
of plane wave excitation. Challenges in retrieving the effective properties also arise with when embedding gain
materials, as the magnitude of the gain grows and the
influence of the asymmetries on active modes becomes
increasingly important, just because the standard homogenization only accounts for symmetric intrinsic impedances, and the parameters it predicts at elevated gain
levels could be overestimated.

II. METAMAGNETICS AND
NEGATIVE-INDEX MATERIALS
This section deals with single-period optical MMs, including optical metamagnetics and negative-index materials.
For the time being it suffices to state that the wave equation of such structures allows for 2-D scalar implementation, where the TM case (the single component of the
magnetic field is perpendicular to the propagation direction of the incident light and to the periodicity direction) is
of prime interest here.
Optical metamagnetics (OMs) are a class of artificially
fabricated optical materials (MM) that are designed to
produce a strong magnetic response at optical frequencies.
OMs can be obtained, for example, using 1-D subwavelength-periodic arrays of nanofabricated silver strip pairs
separated by a dielectric spacer as shown in Fig. 1(a).
These structures exhibit unusual (artificial) magnetism,
not available in nature at the optical range. Studies of OMs
have been an important part of MM research [1], [6]–[17]
in the area of optical MMs because no negative-index material is achievable without an artificial magnetic response
(due to the necessary condition for obtaining a negative
index) [18], [19].

Fig. 1. The cross sections (a) of a typical metamagnetic and
(b) of an example 2-D negative-index material.
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Negative-index metamaterials (NIMs) are yet another
class of optical MMs that are designed to produce negative
refraction, axis-free imaging, super resolution, and other
effects [20]. In the simplest case of an effectively uniform
medium, control of the electromagnetic waves is thought
to be accomplished through the effective permittivity 
and permeability " [21], [22]. The effective  and " is a
result of some averaging of the intrinsic parameters, permittivity, and permeability, in electromagnetic MMs.
Related to this is the mechanics of wave propagation in
hyperbolic MMs or indefinite index media [23]–[27] and
more general MMs based on the transformation optics
(TO) concept [17], [28], [29]. So called double-negative
NIMs are passive MMs with simultaneously negative real
parts of  and ", in contrast with single-negative NIMs
where only the real part of " is negative.
Along with a popular fishnet design [1], [30], [31], an
alternative structure, shown in Fig. 1(b), could serve the
same purpose. Thus, this paper deals with a doublenegative NIM arranged as a combination of a 2-D
metamagnetic with two continuous metal films
[Fig. 1(b)] [7]. Although an optimal design proposed in
[28] required previously challenging fabrication of ultrathin films, this drawback now can be readily alleviated by
using a Ge wetting technique resulting in low-loss
ultrathin Ag films [32], [33].

I II . BIANISOTROPIC HOMOGENIZATION
A very first method for improving the homogenized MM
description is to use bianisotropy (BA) for the material
description of the effective slab [34]–[38]. This approach
takes into account the nonreciprocal reflection of asymmetric MMs and simultaneously accounts for combined
symmetric and asymmetric electric responses, so that
some difficulties in the effective characterization of OMs
are alleviated.
This section presents the fundamentals of the BA homogenization, provided that only normally incident light is
used. The homogenization for a realistic case of MMs
deposited on a covered substrate are discussed here.
The study done by Chen et al. [36] deals with the intrinsically asymmetric unit cell structure placed in free
space without any super- or substrate. Another asymmetric
unit cell structure (in the presence of a uniform substrate
and associated nonlocal effects) is rigorously analyzed in
related works [35], [39], and [40]. In contrast to those
studies: 1) we show that the nonlocal effects of the
substrate are quite important even for ideally symmetric
unit cell, and cannot be ignored especially in thin samples;
2) we introduce an additional thin adhesion layer into the
retrieval of BA parameters; and finally and most important, 3) we show that the resulting effective BA slab on a
substrate can be alternatively described by unidirectional
gradients of the complex permittivity "~ðxÞ and permeabil~
ity ðxÞ,
which are different for the front-side or back-side
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illumination. A less general version of our retrieval
technique has been used for the numerical analysis and
experimental demonstration of active optical MM with
negative index of refraction [41].

A. Effective Parameters of a Bianisotropic Slab
Throughout the paper the monochromatic timedependent terms e!t are omitted and the free-space papﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
rameters 0 , k0 ¼ 2=0 , c0 ¼ 1= "0 0 , z0 ¼ 0 = "0 ,
"0 , and 0 , respectively, denote the wavelength, the wavenumber, the velocity of light, the intrinsic impedance, the
permittivity, and the permeability.
For the TM case, we define the fields E ¼ ^
yey , H ¼
zhz , D ¼ ^
^
ydy , B ¼ ^
zbz ; then, using a matrix notation as

f¼

 
ey
hz

d¼

 
dy
bz

(1)

and introducing the curl operator c ¼ ir @x , and the BA
material matrix m, we combine the Maxwell curl equations into a matrix form

Fig. 2. Propagation through a bianisotropic slab ð0  x  x0 Þ,
characterized by n13 ; z13 and n31 ; z31 , the impedance and the refractive
index of the forward and backward waves, respectively. The slab is
covered by a semi-infinite superstrate layer ðx  0; n1 ; z1 Þ and is
deposited on a cover layer ðx 0 G x G x b ; n3 ; z3 Þ placed on top of
semi-infinite superstrate layer ðx b G x; n4 ; z4 Þ. (a) Illumination from
the superstrate side. (b) Illumination from the substrate side.

Then, from (4), we arrive at
jm  n13 ir j ¼ 0 jm þ n31 ir j ¼ 0:

(6)

Thus, solving (6), we have
@d=@t ¼ k0 m  f ¼ c  f

(2)




 1

0 1
z0 " u
with ir ¼
, and m ¼
, where the ma1 0
v z0 
terial matrix m, along with relative permittivity " and relative permeability , includes bianosotropic parameters u; v.
The electric field inside the BA slab (see Fig. 2) can be
written as the forward wave ðe13 ¼ a13 ek0 n13 x Þ, and the
backward wave ðe31 ¼ a31 ek0 n31 x Þ, and following the
formalism of (1), we may now define the field in the slab as

f 13 ¼


1
k0 n13 x
1 a13 e
z1
z
0 13


f 31 ¼

1


k0 n31 x
1 a31 e

z1
0 z31

(3)
where z13 ; n13 and z31 ; n31 are the impedance and the
refractive index for the forward and backward waves,
respectivelyVanother set of BA parameters that should be
linked to the terms of matrix m.
First, using (2), we arrive at the dispersion identities
ðm  n13 ir Þ  f 13 ¼ 0 ðm þ n31 ir Þ  f 31 ¼ 0

(4)

where in order to satisfy the Maxwell equations the
following identities should initially hold:
1

1

z13 ¼ " ðn13  uÞ z31 ¼ " ðn31 þ uÞ:

(5)

" ¼ ðn13  vÞðn13  uÞ ¼ ðn31 þ vÞðn31 þ uÞ

(7)

and we may write
 qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

1
2
 4" þ ðu  vÞ þ u þ v
n13 ¼
2
 qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

1
2
 4" þ ðu  vÞ  u  v :
n31 ¼
2

(8)

We will note an important reduction obtained directly
from (8), first by multiplying the solutions, and then by
subtracting them
n13 n31 ¼ "  uv

n13  n31 ¼ u þ v:

(9)

Finally, provided that n13 6¼ n31 and z13 6¼ z31 are given,
the effective parameters ", , u, and v are obtained first
from (7), and (9)

" ¼ ðn13 þ n31 Þ=ðz13 þ z31 Þ
u ¼ "ðn13 z31  n31 z13 Þ=ðn13 þ n31 Þ
v ¼ n13  n31  u
 ¼ ðn13 n31 þ uvÞ=":
Vol. 99, No. 10, October 2011 | Proceedings of the IEEE
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The above defines the sequence of conversion from
parameters z13 ; n13 and z31 ; n31 Vwhich are available from
experimentVto unknown parameters u, v, , and ". The
particular case of u ¼ v matches [35], [39].
Using the notation of (3), the fields can be defined in
the following regions: fields in the superstrate layer (region
1
x G 0) can be expressed as f 1 ðxÞ ¼ z1
0 z1 us1 a1 , fields in
the BA layer (region 0  x  x0 ) can be expressed as
1
f 2 ðxÞ ¼ z1
0 v2 diagðz13 ; z31 Þ s2 a2 , fields in the cover layer
(region x0 G x  xc ) can be expressed as f 3 ðxÞ ¼
1
z1
0 z3 us3 a3 , and fields in the substrate layer (region
1
xc G x) can be expressed as f 4 ðxÞ ¼ z1
0 z4 us4 a4 , where


s1 ¼ diag s1 ; s1
1
s13 ¼ ek0 n13 x

s1 ¼ ek0 n1 x

s2 ¼ diagðs13 ; s31 Þ

Dividing the field magnitudes in (14) either by the
superstrate side incident magnitude a12 , or by the substrate
side incident magnitude a~43 , we arrive at


 
1 þ r1
1 t4
z
¼ t1
3
4
1  r1
t4
 


t1
1
1 1 r4 þ 1
¼ t3 z4
tz1
r4  1
t1

tz1
1

1
t ¼ t1
3 z4 wz1

k0 n3 x
s3 ¼ diagðs3 ; s1
3 Þ s3 ¼ e
 1 
s4 ¼ ek0 n4 x
s4 ¼ diag s4 ; s4

w¼

i ¼ 0; 1; 3; 4

and


1 1
u¼
1 1
 
a13
a2 ¼
a31





z13 z31
v2 ¼
1 1


a23
a3 ¼
a32

(16)

to finally get the transfer matrix connection

s31 ¼ ek0 n31 x

zi ¼ diagð1; zi Þ;








a12
a1 ¼
a21


a34
a4 ¼
:
a43

t4

r4 þ 1

t4

r4  1

!

1 þ r1

t1

1  r1

t1

!1
:

(17)

Now, we need to convert (17) into (15) using
factorization, thus obtaining z13 , z31 , s13 , and s31 through
one to one comparison. To perform such eigendecomposition, we write the transfer matrix as

t¼

t11

t12

t21

t22

!
(18)

Using the standard boundary conditions
1

z1
1 ua1

¼ v2 diagðz13 ; z31 Þ s2 a2

1
a2 ¼ v2 diagðz13 ; z31 Þ1 s2 ðx0 Þ z1
3 us3 ðx0 Þa3 (11)
 1
1 1
(12)
a3 ¼ z3 us3 ðxc Þ z4 us4 ðxc Þa4

and after bringing in auxiliary parameters , ,  2 ,
and 

 ¼ t11  t22
 ¼ t11 þ t22

we obtain
1 1
tz1
a4
1 ua1 ¼ t3 z4 u~

(13)

1
~4 ¼ s4 ðxc Þa4 , then
where t3 ¼ z1
3 us3 ðxc  x0 Þu z3 , a

z4 t3 tz1
1


 

a12 þ a21
a~34 þ a~43
¼
a12  a21
a~34  a~43

 2 ¼ 4t12 t21
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
 ¼  2 þ  2

(19)

the factorization of (17) gives the analog of (15), with

v2 ¼

ð  Þ=ð2t21 Þ

ð  Þ=ð2t21 Þ

1

1

!
:

(20)

(14)
Then, the diagonal terms of s2 can be obtained from

and hence, the transfer matrix is
t ¼ v2 s2 ðx0 Þv1
2 :
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s13 ¼ ð  Þ
2

1
s31 ¼ ð þ Þ:
2

(21)
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Finally, the effective parameters of the BA slab are

1
½s13 þ 1=s13 
2


1
n31 ¼ ðk0 x0 Þ1 cos1 ½s31 þ 1=s31 
2

n13 ¼ ðk0 x0 Þ1 cos1



z13 ¼ ð  Þ=ð2t21 Þ; z31 ¼ ð  Þ=ð2t21 Þ:

(22)
(23)

Once the values of n13 , n31 , z13 , and z31 are obtained
from the measured complex transmission and reflection
coefficients, the effective parameters ", , u, and v are
retrieved using (10). An appropriate branch in (22) and
(23) should be selected using the conventional restriction
[2], [34]–[36] for passive MMs. For the active MMs examined in this paper, maintaining the continuity of ReðnÞ
and ImðnÞ produced straightforward retrievals.

B. Numerical Modeling of a Bianisotropic Slab
It is also desirable to model BA samples using, for
example, 2-D (scalar) finite element TM solvers. We consider a propagating H-field inside a BA slab as hj ¼ h13;j ¼
h31;j ; E-field is then ej ¼ z0 ðz13 h13;j  z31 h31;j Þ, where index j
denotes either superstrate-side (i.e., front-side f ) or
substrate-side (i.e., back-side b) illumination, as shown
in Fig. 1. To separate the waves within the slab we have to
write the identities for the forward (24) and backward (25)
waves ðj ¼ f ; bÞ

h13;j ¼ ðk0 n31 hj  @hj =@xÞ ½k0 ðn13 þ n31 Þ

h31;j ¼ ðk0 n13 hj þ @hj =@xÞ ½k0 ðn13 þ n31 Þ:

(24)
(25)

Then, the magnetic flux density bj ¼ b13;j þ b31;j and the
displacement vector dj ¼ d13;j þ d31;j can be obtained from
(2) using m as


dj ¼ c1
0 ðz13 " þ uÞh13;j  ðz31 "  uÞh31;j


bj ¼ 0 ð þ z13 vÞh13;j þ ð  z31 vÞh31;j :

(26)

If we consider a general definition of inhomogeneous
optical material parameters as the ratio between the magnetic flux and the magnetic field, or between the displacement vector and the electric field, then we may express the
inhomogeneous relative permittivity ~j and permeability "~j
for the bianisotropic TM model as
~j ¼ bj =ð0 hj Þ "~j ¼ dj =ð"0 ej Þ

(27)

and as before j denotes either superstrate-side ðf Þ or
subtstrate-side ðbÞ illumination (for the particular cases
considered here, due to the periodic symmetry, the effective inhomogeneous parameters ~j and "~j change only
along the propagation direction). Equations (27) together
with (24) and (25) are used as auxiliary differential equations that are solved consistently within a shared FE
computational domain using a commercial FE software
(COMSOL Multiphysics).
This approach is also addressing vital questions on
1) how (and whether it is even possible) to get an effective
description of an MM using the unique distributions of
only two gradient parameters ~j ðxÞ and "~j ðxÞ, and hence,
2) if those distributions could be physically realized to
substitute the entire BA slab. As we show later on, the
intuitively negative answer to 2) also comes from the fact
that even for reciprocal BA media ~f 6¼ ~b and "~f 6¼ "~b .
Alternatively, the validation can also be performed
analytically. The coefficients of the fields inside the BA
slab a13 and a31 may be obtained by using (11) and (12). The
coefficients of the fields in the substrate for the front-side
and back-side illumination are expressed as ~a4 ¼ ðt4 ; 0ÞT
and~a4 ¼ ðr4 ; 1ÞT , respectively. Therefore, the fields inside
the BA slab are known due to (3). Then, the electric displacement and the magnetic flux density inside the BA slab
can be obtained using (2). Hence, after getting the total
field by superimposing the forward and backward waves,
the inhomogeneous relative permittivity ~ and "~ permeability for the BA slab can be obtained from (27).
This section gives a homogenization approach pertinent to the characterization of a general, either reciprocal
or nonreciprocal thin MM sample deposited on a coated
substrate and illuminated with normally incident light.
The sequence of conversion from measured complex
parameters t1 ; t4 and r1 ; r4 Vwhich are available from
experimentVto unknown effective parameters z13 ; n13 and
z31 ; n31 is given as follows. First, all the elements of matrix
t are obtained from (17); then, those entries (t11 , t12 , t21 ,
and t22 ) are used to get the auxiliary parameters , ,  2 ,
and  from (19) and retrieve the elements of s2 ¼
diagðs13 ; s31 Þ from (21). Finally, using s13 , s31 , and t21 , the
auxiliary parameters  and , the effective parameters
n13 ; n31 and z13 ; z31 can be obtained from (22) and (23). An
alternative set of the effective BA parameters ", , u, and v
is retrieved using (10).
In contrast with constant and illumination-side independent sets of effective parameters fn13 ; n31 ; z13 ; z31 g or
f"; ; u; vg, an important notion of the effective permittivity "~j and permeability ~j is introduced in this section.
Equations (24)–(27), defining "~j and ~j (with j being either
superstrate-side f or subtstrate-side b illumination) are
obtained using the Sommerfeld splitting. Due to the normal incidence and the periodic symmetry, the inhomogeneous parameters ~j and "~j change only along the
propagation direction, and as we also show in Section V,
are illumination-side dependent.
Vol. 99, No. 10, October 2011 | Proceedings of the IEEE
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IV. BIANISOTROPIC
RE CIPROCAL ME DIA
This section covers an important case of reciprocal media
followed by the reciprocity-induced simplifications to the
general BA homogenization shown in Section III. Here, all
discussions and simulations are dealing with reciprocal
media, which are of the most interest for the BA characterization of thin MM samples in optics.
In reciprocal media the power transmission is independent of the illumination side, so that the intensity of
light transmitted from to the left T1 ¼ t21 z4 z1
1 is equal to
the intensity transmitted to the right T4 ¼ t24 z1 z1
4 (see
Fig. 2); here, the illumination-side impedances are used to
1
normalize the incident power. As z4 z1
1 ¼ t4 t1 ¼ jwj,
1
1
jz4 j ¼ z4 , jz1 j ¼ z1 , jt3 j ¼ 1, and as from (17), we have
1
jz4 jjt3 jjtjjz1
1 j ¼ z4 z1 , we finally arrive at the requirement that the matrix t is simplectic, i.e., jtj ¼ ð1=
4Þð2  2 Þ ¼ 1. As a result, s2 will be a symplectic
matrix as well ðjs2 j ¼ s13 s31  1Þ. That means that the
propagation constants are identical for both directions
ðn13 ¼ n31 Þ and do not depend on the illumination side.
Then, the retrieval (22) and (23) for a reciprocal medium
will degenerate into (s13 ¼ s31 ! s, n13 ¼ n31 ! n, and
u ¼ v)

n ¼ ðk0 x0 Þ1 cos1

1
ðs þ s1 Þ
2

(28)

z13 ¼ ð  Þ=ð2t21 Þ; z31 ¼ ð  Þ=ð2t21 Þ

(29)

and z13 z31 ¼ t12 =t21 .
In contrast with Section III, dealing with a more general case, the BA parameters for reciprocal media are given
by much simpler formulas

side and back-side illumination, resulting in complex transmission ðt1 ; t4 Þ and reflection ðr1 ; r4 Þ coefficients. Equations
(28), (29), and (30) are then used to determine the effective
BA parameters of the MM. In order to validate these results,
we then obtain the complex transmission and reflection
coefficients of a homogeneous bianisotropic slab with a
permittivity and permeability as defined in (27), using FE
model described above. As we will show, the coefficients
t1 ; t4 and r1 ; r4 obtained from the homogenized BA slab
match those of structured MM, successfully validating the
retrieved effective parameters.
First, we examine a simple metamagnetic grating, as
shown in Fig. 1(a). The upper and lower dielectric layers
and the indium tin oxide (ITO) layer are usually present
due to fabrication requirements, and are not necessary to
the fundamental performance of the metamagnetic,
therefore we have removed these layers 1 ¼ ITO ¼ 0 in
order to examine the core three-layer metamagnetic. The
remaining geometric dimensions are
fp; w; Ag ; s g ¼ f250; 120; 30; 40g [nm]. The SHA simulation results are given as the wavelength-dependent
phasor diagrams of complex r; t coefficients in Fig. 3(a)
and (b), for front-side and back-side illumination, respectively. As expected for a reciprocal medium, the substratenormalized values of t coefficients shown as black solid
lines in Fig. 3(a) and (b) are indeed identical
ðt4 z1
4 ¼ t4 n4 ¼ t1 Þ, while the spectral phasor diagrams
for complex reflection coefficients (solid red lines) are
different. To setup a numerical validation test, the
retrieved effective BA parameters are then used in

h31;j
"¼n

2
z13 þz31

¼n

2
1
z1
þz
13
31

u¼n

z31 z13
z13 þz31

(30)


1
hj  ðk0 nÞ1 @hj =@x
2

1
¼ hj þ ðk0 nÞ1 @hj =@x
2

h13;j ¼

ej ¼ z0 ðz13 h13;j  z31 h31;j Þ

(31)

with a more straightforward analogy to a homogeneous
slab.
Thus, effective permittivity " is defined as a ratio of
effective index n to averaged effective impedances, effective permittivity  is given by the ratio of n to the averaged
admittances, while BA parameter u is given as a product of
n with a relative difference in effective z31 and z13 .

V. EXAMPLE RETRIEVAL FOR
RE CIPROCAL ME DIA
Here we examine the results of the BA homogenization
method on several example geometries. Electromagnetic
simulations of these geometries were done using a 2-D spatial
harmonic analysis (SHA) method [42], [43] for both front1696
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Fig. 3. Spectral phasor diagrams for a metamagnetic sample:
(a) front-side and (b) back-side illumination substrate-normalized
complex transmission coefficients and complex reflection
coefficients from a nanostructured metamagnetic (SHA, solid lines)
compared to those from the homogenized slab (FEM, circles).
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and in simpler equivalents of (26) for reciprocal media


dj ¼ c1
0 ðz13 " þ uÞh13;j  ðz31 "  uÞh31;j


bj ¼ 0 ð  z13 uÞh13;j þ ð þ z31 uÞh31;j :

(32)

First, (32) is used as auxiliary differential equations (ADE)
in the finite element method (FEM) domain, so that the
local, spatially dependent material parameters inside the
effective BA slab are defined by (27). Once the equations
for ~j and "~j are set, the scalar wave equation for the
transverse magnetic field is then solved self-consistently.
The matching r; t FEM results for the homogenized slab,
equivalent to a given metamagnetic, are shown as red and
black circles in Fig. 3(a) and (b).
Further insight into the performance of the bianisotropic MM may be obtained by examining the relative
~ (27), within the
permittivity ð~
"Þ and permeability ðÞ
effective slab. Fig. 4 shows "~ and ~ as a function of position
in the slab for both front-side and back-side illumination,
both with and without the glass substrate.
We also studied the effective parameters of a 2-D NIM
[7], as shown in Fig. 1(b). Again, for simplicity, we have
removed the ITO layer from the simulations ITO ¼ 0. We
used a previously optimized geometry of fp; w; 1 ; Ag ;
S g ¼ f324; 168; 20; 46; 68g [nm]. Spectra and r; t coefficients from SHA are shown in Fig. 5(a), (e), and (f), and
the retrieved effective optical parameters are shown in
Fig. 5(b)–(d). Again we see that the effective homogenized

Fig. 4. Relative optical properties as a function of position for a
metamagnetic grating equivalent slab on a glass substrate: (a) "~ and
~ Illumination is at 700 nm from front side
(c) ~ and in air: (b) "~ and (d) .
(black) and back side (red) (solid: real; dashed: imaginary).

Fig. 5. 2-D NIM. (a) TM spectra (solid lines: front-side illumination;
dashed: backside), (b) retrieved index of refraction ½n [for (b)–(f),
solid: real part, dashed: imaginary part], (c) retrieved permittivity ½"
and permeability ½, (d) retrieved bianisotropy ½u; v, (e) front-side
and (f) back-side illumination complex reflection (r: red) and
transmission (t: black) coefficients from metamagnetic (SHA: solid
lines) compared to those from the homogenized BA slab (FEM: circles)
(red: real part; black: imaginary part).

slab, also Fig. 5(e) and (f), matches the SHA results of the
structured geometry.
We also analyze the relative permittivity ð~
"Þ and permeability ð~
Þ within the 2-D NIM equivalent slab, shown
in Fig. 6, which again shows that the presence of the substrate induces an asymmetric optical response within the
effective medium. Figs. 4(b) and (d) and 6(b) and (d)
confirm that for any center-symmetric unit cell arranged of
reciprocal elemental materials, not only the optical response is reciprocal, but it is also nonbianisotropic
ðu; v  0Þ, and therefore "~ ¼ ", ~ ¼ .
The high optical loss (large imaginary refractive index)
in these materials warrants the use of a gain medium to
enhance the transmission of the sample, and has been
discussed at length elsewhere [10]. Therefore, we have also
analyzed a 2-D NIM structure, Fig. 1(b), where the
dielectrics (alumina and silica) have both been replaced
with a simple gain medium.
The permittivity of the simple gain medium is defined
using a Cauchy model to simulate the dielectric host (set
equivalent to alumina), and uses a negative Lorentz
Vol. 99, No. 10, October 2011 | Proceedings of the IEEE
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Fig. 6. Relative optical properties as a function of position for a 2-D
NIM equivalent slab on a glass substrate: (a) "~ and (b) ~ and in air:
~ Illumination is at 700 nm from front side (black) and
(c) "~ and (d) .
back side (red) (solid: real; dashed: imaginary).

oscillator (resulting in a negative imaginary n), with an
amplitude such that the peak gain is 1000 cm1 centered at
780 nm with a width of 100 nm, to simulate the effect of a
stimulated emission transition in an embedded dye. This
results in a static frequency-domain model for gain, which
will of course not represent many transient and intensitydependent effects, but which is sufficient to represent the
effect of a negative imaginary permittivity, with a realistic
amplitude and spectral dependence, on the effective
medium parameters.
Again, spectra and r; t coefficients from SHA are shown
in Fig. 7(a), (e), and (f), compared to the BA slab Fig. 7(e)
and (f), and the retrieved effective optical parameters are
shown in Fig. 7(b)–(d). Although the resonances are redshifted, due to replacing silica n ¼ 1:5 with an alumina-like
gain material ReðnÞ ﬃ 1:62 and narrowed slightly from the
dielectric case, we see that the retrieved imaginary refractive
index is lower near the wavelength with peak negative
refractive index. With no gain, ImðnÞ ¼ 0:25 at 775 nm,
whereas with gain, ImðnÞ ¼ 0:06 at 810 nm.

VI . S UMMARY AND FUT URE WORK
In this paper, we presented an approach to the BA
homogenization of optical MMs (including deposited on a
covered substrate) and discussed several techniques for
validating the retrieved effective parameters of these
nanostructures. The theoretical fundamentals of BA homogenization are developed using the transfer matrix formalism applied to passive and active optical MMs. First,
we use (5), (8), and (10) to develop the sequence of con1698
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Fig. 7. 2-D NIM with gain. (a) TM spectra (solid lines: front-side
illumination; dashed: backside), (b) retrieved index of refraction ½n
[for (b)–(f), solid: real part, dashed: imaginary part], (c) retrieved
permittivity ½" and permeability ½, (d) retrieved bianisotropy ½u; v,
(e) front-side and (f) back-side illumination complex reflection (r: red)
and transmission (t: black) coefficients from metamagnetic (SHA: solid
lines) compared to those from the homogenized slab (FEM: circles)
(red: real; black: imaginary).

version from parameters z13 ; n13 and z31 ; n31 V which could
be obtained from experimentVto unknown BA parameters u, v, , and ". Then, we compare the transfer matrix
with unknown parameters z13 ; n13 and z31 ; n31 defined in
(15) with the same transfer matrix that could be obtained
from the experimental data in (17). The comparison resulted in formulas (22) and (23), connecting z13 , n13 , z31 ,
n31 , with complex transmission ðt4 ; t1 Þ and reflection
ðr1 ; r4 Þ coefficients available from optical characterization
of a given MM sample. That concludes the development of
the homogenization approach.
Then, we focus our theoretical development and numerical validation solely at the practical case of reciprocal
media for which easier analysis is possible. The initial reciprocity condition T1 ¼ T4 is satisfied only if u ¼ v, and
the propagation constants do not depend on the illumination side, i.e., s13 ¼ s31 ! s and n13 ¼ n31 ! n and simpler
(28), (29), and (30) could be used to determine the BA
effective parameters of the MM.
This approach was applied to a simple metamagnetic
grating and a 2-D NIM. Coefficients t4 ; t1 ; r1 ; r4 were
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obtained from SHA simulations, and the retrieved optical
parameters were presented here. This retrieval approach is
shown to reproduce the expected electrical and magnetic
resonances, in addition to significant BA. Further, FEM
simulations using the effective parameters in a homogeneous Bslab[ accurately reproduce the complex coefficients
of the metal-dielectric MM. These homogeneous FEM
simulations are also analyzed to show the distribution of the
~ This result shows that
relative field-ratio parameters "~; .
the substrate induced asymmetry (front-side versus backside illumination) of the field within the slab results in
asymmetric values for "~; ~, as opposed to a symmetric
geometry with no substrate, which has constant "~; ~ values.
Indeed the presence of the substrate is seen to have a
significant effect on the retrieved values, and therefore on
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